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Complaints are down and compliments are up in the South East
Within the South East region, there has been a real drive to reduce complaints. We are also delighted to find
that we’ve had a significant rise in compliments.
In January we had a complaint rate of 3.49%. Analysis allowed us to focus on location ‘hotspots’ and start
to track tasks from initial customer call to delivery to identify common failures. Combining live feedback with
task tracking we found opportunities to improve specific processes, communication methods, parts supply
and engineer behaviours. Making changes in these specific areas has had a big impact, and we finished
March with a complaint rate of 1.71%.
We’ve learned a lot, and our delivery teams are continuing to channel themselves to uphold their customer
charter commitments. However, more pleasingly the downturn in complaints has been mirrored with an
increase in compliments. We’ve not been known for receiving too many compliments in the past, but in
March the South East team received a total of 16.
Some of our key commitments influencing this change are that we call ahead to let customers know we’re
on our way; we ensure our vans are stocked with commonly used parts; we aim to deliver a good quality
job, and; we work closely with supply chain schedulers to ensure jobs are updated for follow on works and
appointments are booked in.
Stuart Jones, Customer Service Director stated: “the South East team have been fantastic in getting to grips
with our complaint hotspots and using insight to identify opportunities and improve service delivery. Seeing
values such as take ownership, improve and deliver in action is great, seeing the results for our customer
experience is even better !”
"Both engineers were
professional, did a great
job and cleaned up after
themselves. They were also
very efficient.”

“The engineer was very polite,
professional and carried out an
excellent standard of work and
I would like to thank him.”

“The engineer attended on
time went above and beyond.
I would like to highlight
his professional level of
workmanship and overall, he
was outstanding.”

“The engineer was very
professional, polite and a
credit to CarillionAmey.”

“The engineer goes
above and beyond,
very professional,
good workmanship,
pleasant, lovely and
friendly. I would like to
say thank you.”

CarillionAmey’s fundraising for SSAFA reaches £150,000
We are extremely proud to be one of the largest corporate supporters of SSAFA, the Armed Forces charity.
We have committed to raising £250,000 over five years of the partnership to help SSAFA provide lifelong
support for our Armed Forces and their families. The partnership is built on our long-standing support for
military and ex-military service men and women and, through the enthusiasm of our employees taking part in
fundraising activities and initiatives, we’ve already raised more than £150,000 for the charity.
Last week we were delighted to present a cheque to SSAFA for £13,710, provided through our excellent
partnership with Symphony Group, who supply the kitchen upgrades for Service Family Accommodation
throughout the UK.
Lieutenant General Sir Andrew Gregory KBE CB, Controller/CEO SSAFA, accepted the cheque and
said “CarillionAmey are one of our key corporate partners. We are very proud of our relationship with them,
which has raised £150,000 to date helping to fund our national mentoring service for wounded, injured and
sick personnel struggling with the transition to civilian life. As much as to the employees of CarillionAmey, we
owe our thanks to their supply chain, particularly Symphony, who have given so generously to fund SSAFA’s
work in this area. We look forward to many more years working together!”
Daniel Easthope, CarillionAmey’s Managing Director said “We are immensely proud of our partnership
with SSAFA and the lifelong support they provide to anyone who has ever served in the Royal Navy, British
Army or Royal Airforce and their families. The support we provide to their mentoring scheme will further
strengthen the links we have with the Service communities in which we operate.”
We recognise the value that serving personnel, reservists, veterans and military families bring to our business.
In January 2016, we signed the Armed Forces Covenant and now work closely with the Career Transition
Partnership (CTP), actively recruiting those who truly understand our customer. Currently, 10% of our staff
come from a Service background and we are keen to draw on their skills and experiences to help us drive
and shape the future of our organisation.
This year will see us undertake various activities in support of Service families, which include SSAFA’s
annual Big Brew Up, and a number of initiatives to tie in with Armed Forces Day which is being celebrated in
Liverpool, close to our Customer Service Centre, on Saturday 24th June 2017.

Left to right: Adam Heal, Head of Supply Chain (CA), Paul Vincent, National Client Account Manager (Symphony),
Lieutenant General Sir Andrew Gregory and Tom Silvey Operations Director (Housing) (CA)

CarillionAmey celebrate more health and safety success
We are extremely proud of our continuing health and safety achievements and have produced a ‘safety
success’ leaflet to celebrate.
Our reduction in Lost Time Incidents (LTI) has continued.
Staff and supply chain partners have now worked more than
18 million hours without an LTI and all of our contracts have
achieved five continuous months of incident free working. We
have reduced our LTIs by implementing a SMART health and
safety strategy, improving communications and executing
campaigns such as our ‘Back to Basic’s workshops at
various sites and our ‘Follow the Rules’ campaign.
We also pro-actively test and monitor our performance
with fatality exercises to test sites and projects. This is
to demonstrate that they have ‘followed the rules’ and
implemented a robust safety management standard.
Directors Safety Tours are well-established and show that
our Directors are visibly engaged with the workforce.
Joint health and safety inspections are held with Defence
Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) and regular joint health and
safety audits are carried out with together. This collaborative
approach with our client focuses our commitment to health
and safety and our commitment to a transparent working
relationship.
Last month you will recall a story on our health and safety
improvements and it mentioned we were going for Gold.
We are delighted to announce that we have now achieved
a Gold award from the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA) Occupational Health and Safety Awards
2017.
We will be presented with this prestigious award during a
ceremony at the Hilton Birmingham Metropole hotel on 12
July 2017. Daniel Easthope, our Managing Director said
“Winning this award demonstrates our commitment to
maintaining an excellent health and safety record. The Gold
award is the highest level of achievement and to be able to
add this to our many other health and safety achievements
shows how dedicated and passionate our staff are to
maintaining health and safety standards.”
There is a direct correlation between Don’t Walk By accident
reporting and accident reduction. Our staff understand this
from our regular campaigns and communications. We are
driving a strong improvement programme throughout the
business and our results are continuously getting better.
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